
 

 

What is “The Recording Artist” 
Join the Musical Magic 

 Prepare to be spellbound by the sensational journey of a quirky, 
excitable musical wizard, producer Otto D'Agnolo, on Season 2 of the TV 
show "The Recording Artist”!  
  



 

 In this captivating and frenetic race against the clock, Platinum and Emmy 
award winner, Otto D takes the helm, facing the extraordinary challenge of 
recording new music for not one, not two, but three exceptional musical 
groups.  Each recording session is webcast live to a membership audience in 
real time and must be completed in under two hours! 

  
The Challenge: Can Otto weave his musical magic while making new records 
by pulling sensational performances out of these bands in record time?  

The Bands: Three different musical groups, each with their unique style and 
sound, await their turn in the spotlight. Who will emerge as the true musical 
maestro under Otto's guidance?  

The Stakes: As time runs out, parts might have to be sacrificed, making every 
second truly precious. It's a thrilling race to capture the perfect sound, under 
the gun and in front of a live audience online.  

The Verdict: After all three groups are finished, Music Supervisor Erin Riley, 
with her discerning ear, listens to the final product and selects her favorite. 
Who will claim the coveted title of “Erin’s Pick” and receive special placement 
on the show's website? You’ll find out at the end of every episode. 

Where to Watch: Catch all the excitement and musical marvels on Roku TV (by 
downloading the free channel called “The Recording Artist”), Amazon Prime 
Video and at TheRecordingArtist.com!   

It's not just a show; it's a musical adventure!  

http://TheRecordingArtist.com


 

How It Works 

 This process begins with each band submitting three songs and 
subscribing members voting for their favorites.  The song with the most votes 
becomes the song to be recorded.  As the session begins, our “Head of A&R” 
announces the winning song to Otto and the band and then the two hour 
count down clock begins.  

 Subscribing members watch the six camera live webcast session and chat 
with the band via a LIVE CHAT function displayed on the big screen TV in the 
control room.  
  
 The show’s cast includes Otto D’Agnolo (aka “The Recording Artist”), 
production technician Brian Stubblefield as Otto’s right hand man, Courtney 
Sheber as Head of A&R (Artist & Repertoire)  in Season #1, KWSS Radio 
Program Director/On-Air Personality, Dani Cutler as Head of A&R for Season #2 
and former Billboard Award Winning Major Market Radio Music Supervisor, 
Erin Riley as the show’s final word on which songs are the best. 

 In the end, the bands walk away owning 100% of the copyrights to the 
new recordings.  Many have brought these records to market including Lake 
Havasu’s “The Borrowers” and most recently Tempe’s “The Hourglass 
Cats” (both are being featured in Season 2 for TV).   

 Content for the TV episodes comes from the live webcast recording 
sessions, rehearsals with the bands, interviews with the musicians and 
conversations between the cast and crew.  Each episode is designed to 
captivate viewers whom are interested in intellectual pursuits while being 
entertaining enough for those simply seeking to be entertained.


